Enveloping its curative virtues.

The man who used to sell water on the market and commence the water business is now a successful engineer and manufacturer. He has been a guest at the Fenn Hotel in both New York and Detroit, and he will be in our city to sell his new business.

Mr. John E. Fenn, manager of the Fenn Hotel, was in Detroit recently to confer with his friends about the installation of his new water system in the city. He visited the residence of Mr. James A. Fenn, who has been a guest at the hotel for the past three days. The system is expected to be completed in a few weeks.
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What is Home Without a Kitchen Cabinet

JOTS of people are making their kitchens more convenient and up-to-date and making housework easier by building stationery kitchen cabinets. Those who are wise use WHITE PINE lumber. The doors never warp or twist—the drawers never bind or stick.

And if you have a home now with a passably good building, just change your kitchen cabinets to WHITE PINE and be sure of satisfaction.

Even at slightly higher first cost, WHITE PINE is the more economical wood.

Complete stocks—prompt service—right prices—always.

CASS CITY LUMBER AND COAL COMPANY

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE

That our Bread is now on war footing, made according to Government specification and each loaf weighs 15/16 lbs., and sells for 35 cents at your dealers or at the bakery.

We make Rye Bread for your wheatless day. Place your order early. Try one of our hot pies for your dis-
Celebrate the New Year at the Pastime

MARY PICKFORD in "THE LITTLE AMERICAN"


Matinee 3:00. Evening 7:30. We pay war tax on this picture.

"A Poor Little Rich Girl" as a terrible maelstrom in France.

For the first time since her appearance in "A Star System" in America, Mary Pickford opens the New Year with a full-length picture. "The Little American" is a study of the life of a charming little girl in modern Paris. "The Little American" is produced in France by Paul C. Sirrom and directed by King Vidor.

SaturdaY, December 29—Ethel Barrymore in "The Awakening of Helen Ritchie." COMING—Watch for date of play under Home Guard Co. auspices.

The Ford car was designed to serve the mechanic. It is daily meeting the requirements of business and pleasure for all classes in all parts of the world. As valuable for big business and for the farmer and small merchant, simplicity and ease of operation make it the ideal car for the family. Ford cars in stock at:

Barnum, (B), Brown, (D), Cole, (G), Davis, (H), E., (F), Field, (F), Fun- carr, (N), Hanrahan, (N), Hart, (H), Kralin, (K), L. & N., (L), Mathe- son, (B), S., (S), Smith, (P), T., (T), W., (W), Wirth, (B), Y., (Y), Z., (Z).

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

The Exchange Bank of E. L. Pierson & Son
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
$100,000

Four 3% on time deposits from date of deposit left 3 to 12 months.

Safely deposit houses for rent one dollar a year.

The KITCHEN CABINET

Stories upon Stories—With high ideas.

11. Glimpses Schmidt or Group Stories and 200 Minister Stories and every one with "25" in it.

The Youths Companion

Influence is clearly, hands are power—never publish in the world as the like.

Youths' Companion—Old and New.

Youths' Companion Editor and Staff.

52 Issues a Year—not 12—$2.00

PICKLING TIME.

For those who like a bit of pickling the following recipe may be of service:

Peel and slice the potatoes and put them in a kettle with cold water. Seal and put away for the winter use.

For the pickling of cucumbers, you will need:

the cucumbers, a quart jar; more iminute of the year there was one

A lucky stone, a dry wish

of a cupful of white mustard seed, two

A New Year's GREETING to All Our Friends

By Mr. and Mrs. E. C. B. Engle, Owners

Chickens that are fresh killed. Fish, steaks, chops.

Everything in the Meat Line

RICKER & KRALING
EXCELLENT WAR CROP

Poultry Offers One of Best Ways of Increasing Food.

Farm's Food More Economically Than Any Other Farm Article.

Quantity Served—Little Caucasian.

Poultry has been noted as one of the best ways of increasing food production. People are urged to raise their own eggs and to eat poultry to the extent possible. Poultry can be raised without a great deal of expense in terms of feed or work. In addition, eggs can be used to supplement the meat portion of a meal.

Women can handle. Eggs will begin laying in from every little capital is required and egg prices if the flock is properly managed. The article mentions the importance of managing the flock properly to ensure a steady supply of eggs.

Late-molting hen

Those who raise poultry are advised to be very careful not to injure the feathers during the handling process. The labor required by chickens is not significant, and Mrs. C. DeMode is a good example of this. The article also mentions the importance of making use of the labor required by chickens.

One method of conservation is to eliminate the labor required by chickens. This can be performed by women, children, or anyone where there are shoots. Mary Hessinger attended a dancing class together, or where there are shoots.

The busy workers of the Cass City Drug Company are saving the food produced. Farmers and granaries and small mesh wilde are important in the preservation of food.
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Farmers and granary...
CHRISTMAS GUESTS.

I, PHONE 86 ~[ We also wish to thank you one and all for your most past thirteen years and trust our past service enjoyed, not only the past year, but for the i

"It fails in his duty to his customers. The public has a right to know what a merchant is doing; it has paper goes into every home in the]

"It is expected its patronage. And he ought to do what he is doing, and let him print it in the news-

"No merchant nowadays ought to expect the public to give him its patronage unless he comes playing fair with the public and deserving of its

Advertise in The Chronicle.
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Ask the Cow!

That's all we ask—let the cow decide. Ask any cow you've got! Yes, just try feeding
Larro-fed to any one of your cows, and in a reasonable length of time she does not show a "MARKED IMPROVEMENT", yes, if you are not entirely satisfied we RETURN YOUR MONEY for the first two saks used. We
repeal your six months entirely we return you your money for the first two saks used?

LARRO-FEED consists of High Grade Cotton Seed Meal, Gluten Feed, Distillers' Grains, Dried Beet Pulp, Wheat Bran, Wheat Middlings and 34% of salt. Fresh car just arrived. We will sell at $60.00 per 100 pounds while it lasts. Try it.

Cass City Grain Co.
Phoe 61

Cass City Chronicle, Cass City, Mich., December 28, 1917

PUBLIC SALE

E. L. McEldonward, Auctioneer

Because of my wife's ill health, I will move to a smaller farm and offer the property listed below at auction on Tuesday, 1 mile west and 1/2 mile south of Cass City, or 34 miles northeast of Elmwood store, on the I. Waidley farm.

Friday, January 4

COMMENCING AT TEN O'CLOCK:

HOSES
Buy horses 12 months old, wt. 1400
Buy horses 12 months old, wt. 1300
Buy horses 12 years old, wt. 1300

CATTLE
Cow 16 months old, due Dec. 25
Cow 16 months old, due Jan. 21
Cow 16 months old, due Feb. 3

Paire of matched Clydesdale colts, 3 and 4 years old

IMPLEMENTs
McComb grader
McCormick corn harvester
Corn kingenger
Study king
intermediate slide delivery
electric power wagon
Wagon

FRIDAY LUNCH AT NOON

TERMS—All sums of $50.00 and under, cash; over that amount, 12 months' time on approved endorsed notes at 7 per cent interest.

C. S. BIXBY, Proprietor
CARE OF DAIRY Calf

Labor Expense in Raising Heifer Is Not Large.

Swinehold Where You Disease-Free herd is being maintained is being a success, and there is no reason why it would not be a possibility for those who wish to raise healthy animals.

Care of the mother is nothing but drudgery. And the cost of raising the heifers is not very great. In all cases which admit of reproduction by model the applicant, if the size required by the patent office, must furnish in the patent office a written description of the invention or discovery and of the manner and means of practicing the same.

Prices have been placed very low.

It would be a nation without Bibles, without songbooks, without magazines, without songbooks, without magazines, without songbooks, without magazines.

The invention of the self-operating machine cannot be contemplated.

It is not necessary to construct and use the machine. When the case is of the right size and shape and the machine is not too large, the self-operating machine can be used by anyone.

By skim milk unless it is thoroughly pasteurized at the factory.

The digestive capacity of the young calf is not suited to receive large amounts of food in a single feeding. In the feeding of calves, the milk must be fed in small quantities, so that it is difficult to keep the stomach filled.

The normal rate of feeding is such that the stomach is filled three or four times a day.

CLOVER CLOVER CLOVER PLewed Under

Because May Be Large-Scale over Planting Order in Fall.-Rifted

The clover seed should be planted in the proper season, and it is advisable to make a small planting in the spring and a larger planting in the fall.
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Camp Libraries to Supply Soldiers 
With Best Reading Matter

Camp Pyle, N. J., Dec. 11, 1917—Before this Christmas the American soldier, wherever he is, will be able to read the American news. This promise is being fulfilled by the American Library association, which has undertaken to supply the soldiers with literature in the various camps in the United States, and to have a headquarters for the soldiers in New York, at 262 Madison avenue.

The officers have arranged a separate library for each camp. A trained librarian will be appointed to each camp. The books are needed not only to provide amusement for the soldiers, but to give them an insight into the current events of the world. Each camp will have its own headquarters, and the soldiers will be encouraged to read and to bring books back with them.

Camp supply officers are to arrange for the transportation of books to the camps. The American Library association will furnish the books, and the soldiers will be able to select from the large collection of books available.

SETTING A GOOD EXAMPLE

Seventeen watersheds, including the 178,000 square miles of the Mississippi river, have been marked off for the purpose of providing water for domestic and industrial use. These watersheds are to be protected and will be used to supply water for the cities of the United States.

CONCENTRATES FOR RATIONS

The American Library association has recommended that each soldier have at least 5000 words of reading material per week. This is a very ambitious goal, but it is necessary to keep the soldiers occupied and to prevent them from becoming idle.

The American Library association has recommended that the following materials be used for rations:

1. The American Soldier, a monthly magazine
2. The American Journal of Education
3. The American Journal of Psychology
4. The American Journal of Sociology
5. The American Journal of History
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